When Nancy Drew, together with her two close friends, arrive for the Emerson University June Week celebration and learn there has been a mix-up in their motel reservations, the confusion leads to a baffling mystery. Uncle John Rorick, a descendant of the early settlers of the town of Emerson, invites the three girls to be his guests at his historic mansion on Pine Hill. Shortly after their arrival, he tells them about the phantom who haunts the mansion's library.

My Personal Review:
The story, "Nancy Drew: The Phantom of Pine Hill", written by Carolyn Keene, is about Nancy Drew and her best friends. Nancy is a detective that is very hard working. Nancy had to stay at the Rorick house at Pine Hill. The girls are at Emerson, Ohio having fun at the Emerson University's June Week.

Not only did Nancy and her friends were at Emerson to see the June Week, but also have to solve two mysteries. They have to find the lost wedding gifts of the Rorick family in the 1800's that was buried around Pine Hill. On the other hand, Nancy had to catch a phantom that was going into the house library. It wanted something from it and she has to find out.

This book is great for people who love mysteries or adventures. The story is also good for teenagers to read. It is great for them because it has some stuff that teens could enjoy. It is a very good mystery that readers could think about. The story is also good for people who love mysteries or adventures because it is one of the most interesting stories that a reader could read.
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